
College Dux
Michael Wheelahan - 99.95
Chemistry (Dux), English (Dux), Specialist Mathematics (Dux),
University Mathematics, Accounting, Mathematical Methods

Academic Prefect, Symphony Orchestra, Chamber Strings,
Senior Choir, Productions, Debating, Table Tennis, Soccer

We are proud to share St Kevin’s
outstanding VCE results. Our 248
graduating students are to be
congratulated on what they have
achieved as individuals and as a
cohort. This group of fine young men
has taken advantage of every
opportunity to better themselves and
one another throughout their
schooling. Our students’ curiosity,
determination, collaboration and
resilience set them apart. Working with
their teachers and supported by their
families, the Class of 2023 was active in
the classroom, dedicated in the after-
hours and school holiday study
programs and engaged with all facets
of College life. It is St Kevin’s College’s
holistic education that shapes hearts
and minds.

Our exceptional learning opportunities,
supported by wellbeing programs, allow
our students to be at their best and to
give back to society for the greater
good. While a commitment to
academics is obvious, the additional
time and effort the boys commit to
social justice, leadership, productions,
music, debating, outdoor education and
sport ensures that students are
supported to nurture a variety of
interests and talents, enabling our
students to achieve their full potential.
Congratulations to the Class of 2023.
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Deborah M Barker
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Proxime Accessit
Zhi Lau - 99.75

English as an Additional Language (Dux), Indonesian (VSV),
Specialist Mathematics, Mathematical Methods, Physics,
Chemistry

Futsal, Soccer
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 20 students achieved
an ATAR of 99.0 or
above (8.4% in top 1%
of the state)

99+ 
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perfect ATAR

(99.95)
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Median raw
study score
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 33 students achieved
an ATAR of 98.0 or
above (13.8% in top 2%
of the state)

98+ 

 98 students achieved
an ATAR of 90.0 or
above (40.8% in top
10% of the state)

90+ 

 160 students achieved
an ATAR of 80.0 or
above (66.7% in top
20% of the state)

80+ 

Perfect
study scores

of 50

GENERAL 
MATHEMATICS



Angus Murray 
Deputy College Captain

At St Kevin's we are
encouraged to believe in

ourselves and to dream big
through the dedication of our
teachers, who so passionately

believe in us and in our
learning. It is these teachers,

whose guidance and
generosity enable St Kevin's

boys to walk into examination
halls, sporting fields and into

adult life so well equipped. For
this, we are eternally grateful.

Daniel Adams
College Captain

A dedication to our studies,
our co-curricular activities

and our community has
stood as the hallmark of the

class of 2023. Our VCE
journey has encompassed all
that this school has to offer

and it is this all-
encompassing commitment

to such a wide variety of
aspects that has led to our

successes, both as
individuals and as a group.

Hudson Lefoe 
Deputy College Captain

Our passion for success saw
the 2023 cohort grow even

closer together, to achieve the
best results that we were all

capable of. Due to the
willingness of our teachers to

provide a positive working
environment, while giving us

so much of their time, the
revision programs such as

Cafe Academus and the
Holiday Study Programs were
strongly attended by all boys. 

Daniel Deguara 
Deputy College Captain

We have all been fortunate
enough to have such good

mates and such a hard-working
cohort throughout the past

few years. However, it was the
dedication our families

showed to our education,
growth and success that
positioned us to take full
advantage of the year’s

opportunities, ultimately
leading to the triumphs we can

now experience. 

“Take pride in how far you have come.
Have faith in how far you’ll go.”

St Kevin’s College Top Performers

We ask the Class of 2023 to: 



St Kevin’s College Top Study Scores


